On the cover: Santa Fe sectional and chairs; Aspen coffee table, end table, entertainment console in black frame/cherry.

Left: Collins 3-seat with chaise sofa; Aspen coffee table in black frame/cherry; contoured tear-drop barstools.

Please Note: Ecologic makes every attempt to closely match colors, fabrics, and finishes but slight variations from actual products may occur.
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Style, simplicity and durability are the hallmarks for Ecologic’s University Village series. On and off campuses across the country, this series defines the foundation and standards of student housing furniture.
ACADEMY is designed to combine classic elegance with comfort. The subtle radius edges on the desk, chest tops and headboards will turn your rooms into homes. It utilizes solid EcoTimber™ renewable forested hardwoods and environmentally-friendly finishes.


This Page | ACADEMY Room setting in cherry.
CLASSIC series is time-honored and true to the history of furniture for residence life. Straightforward lines set a smart tone in a variety of settings, from classic to contemporary. The entire series is a clean yet functional furniture line built to last decades.
LAGUNA collection is a fine example of style, coupled with environmental consciousness and durability. This series is the most versatile product in the residential life housing market. All configurations are metal frame, tool-less assembly/disassembly. Maximize workspace with minimal footprint with the LAGUNA series.
SIErrA – The clean, linear aesthetics of the series highlight the use of cutting-edge technology with the inclusion of thermo-formed tops and drawer fronts. These rounded tops have eliminated the need for edgebanding and attests to its versatility, practicality and endurance. SIErrA comes with optional metal side panels and metal drawer boxes for those looking for a truly durable, yet sophisticated look.
Clean lines coupled with high design are consistent with the contemporary Campus Suites furniture solutions. We incorporate a blend of sustainable materials, designs and styles to offer next-generation furniture.
ECOLOFT is contemporary styling with metal frames and many panel options ranging from laminate to wood to our environmentally-friendly EcoPlus™. The informal yet trendy design of ECOLOFT is a popular collection for the premier higher education market.
PALERMO – A vintage printer’s cabinet with dozens of small drawers for storing type was the inspiration for our newest home collection. Designed for ultimate versatility, PALERMO offers sophistication at an exceptional price and can be configured to create your perfect living space. These exquisitely crafted pieces are made from sustainable hardwoods and veneers that accent their slightly tapered style for a contemporary look.
MONTEREY has a familiar farmhouse appeal with its gentle curves and generous proportions. Details like a hand-applied, multi-step finish and custom drawer pulls exemplify its quality craftsmanship. For those appealing to the graduate, residence advisors or the upper end of student housing, MONTEREY will surely set your property or residence life building apart from all others.
ASPEN was inspired by its namesake town, combining a sleek, minimal style with durable construction materials. A reduced footprint of recycled steel frame and either EcoPlus™ or laminate come together to create a handsome combination of colors and textures. Easily paired with both wood and metal beds, ASPEN will transform any common area into a desirable space for students to "study."

Top right: room setting in espresso. Bottom right: table desk, 1-drawer nightstand in natural; contoured stacking chair in red.

Room setting including full wardrobe in black frame/zebron; tech task chair.
Fashionable lounge collections are meticulously designed for every imaginable configuration between modular seating and companion stand-alone tables. Upholstered in PVC-free fabrics, they stand up to the test of time.
CYPRESS reflects the club motif inviting the comfortable feeling of home. It’s distinguishable features include radius arms with a v-shaped seat-back and deep-seated cushions. Kick your shoes off and find some R & R in the CYPRESS lounge.

CYPRESS

Right Page

CYPRESS Top left: 2-seat sofa, chairs in fabric/leather two-tone; Sonoma coffee table, end table in cherry. Top right: 2-seat sofa, chairs; Sonoma coffee table in cherry. Bottom: 2-seat sofa, chair; Pacifica coffee table, end table in custom gray granite top/natural.
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CYPRESS 3-seat sofa, chair; Laguna entertainment console, coffee table, end table, saddle stool in black frame/espresso.
METrO brings the modern, urban feel on campus. The metropolitan design focuses on the steel frame, clean lines and geometric angles. City or country, METrO will brighten up any common area or lounge.

Right Page | METrO Left: 2-seat sofa, chairs in chrome frame/fabric; Laguna coffee table, end table in white frame/material. Top right: 2-seat sofa in silver frame/fabric; Laguna coffee table, end table in silver frame/natural. Bottom right: 2-seat chair and 3-seat sofa in silver frame/fabric; Laguna coffee table in silver frame/espresso.

This Page | METrO Room setting in black frame/fabric and espresso.
PACIFICA’s crisp, edgy feel of this contemporary style fits well into various room solutions. Straight, simple lines, mid-size arms and updated deep seats and back lend itself to being the perfect match with any of our versatile tables and accessories.
SONOMA is reminiscent of European lifestyle. Showcasing tapered arms and functional seat-back and height. It’s space-saving dimensions and features are ideal for modest living spaces.
SANTA FE defines the classic look. Oversized seat-back and slightly rolled arms accommodate the robust or petite and everything in between. It’s large profile is particularly appropriate for student unions, common areas and study spaces.

SANTA FE

Left: 2- and 3-seat sofa; Laguna coffee table in black frame/espresso. Top right: sectional: Aspen coffee table in silver frame/natural. Bottom right: 3-seat sofa.

This Page:

SANTA FE sectional, chairs; Aspen coffee table, end table, entertainment console in black frame/cherry.

Happy Spring Break!!!
GENEVA exemplifies the understated, modern, café styling. Armless, deep-seated and high-backed encourage extreme comfort and easy in-and-out mobility. Its multi-functional setups are perfect for the common area, student union or dorm room.
Looking for a traditional theme for your room design? HUNTINGTON is an optimal choice. It displays a full-rolled arm, wide dimensions and deep seats for added comfort that give this collection an extra flair. Excellent for suite-style living as well as common areas.
Collins’ classic trim features create an elegant environment for any campus suite. The Collins lounge collection demonstrates sleekness while adding comfort with its gradual, slanted seat-back and slightly vertical, rounded arms.
**Seating & Tables**

Our seating & tables offer a full range of options for many applications. Stylish, durable construction with many finishes and fabric selections are designed to turn any space into a collaborative work or social area.

Left Page | **SONOMA** round tables, chairs in natural; Sonoma lounge chairs with natural wood caps; Geneva chairs, ottomans.

This Page | **LAGUNA** pub tables, café bar stools in black frame/natural; Geneva chairs, ottomans; Pacifica 3-seat sofas; Laguna end tables in black frame/natural.
**SEATING**

**Task**
- Metro task chair; EcoLoft desk.

**Study**
- Branch chair; EcoLoft dining table in black frame/golden.

**Barstools**
- 2-position study chair, Sonoma study table in espresso.

**TABLES**

**Dining**
- Laguna dining table in chrome frame/natural, contoured tear-drop chairs.

**Lounge**
- Sonoma entertainment center; coffee table in natural.

**Entertainment**
- Pacifica study, entry, end tables, 2-position chairs in cherry.

**Saddle barstool**, Sonoma pub table in espresso.
ECOLOGIC® product solutions are designed and constructed for the demanding needs of the residence life market. Stylish, durable construction and a selection of finishes and fabrics that meet and exceed furniture industry standards make our collections a solid choice.

Lounge Series
- Modular construction for easy repair and replacement
- Durable kiln-dried hardwood construction
- Heavy-gauge inner springs used to prevent sagging
- Double-stitched seams

Case Storage
- S-slat drawers for durability with dowel/dowel construction or dowel construction.
- Internal 4-way rail system at each drawer level
- Heavy-duty ball bearing drawer slides
- Adjustable floor glides

 Beds
- Tubular EcoSteel™ platform for a lifetime of use
- Solid wood or metal headboard posts
- DuraRail™ mortise & tenon or welded construction
- 1” and 1.5” steel to metal fasteners

STANDARD LAMINATE/METAL FINISHES

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Material</th>
<th>Color</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Natural</td>
<td>Grey</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Oak</td>
<td>Grey</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cherry</td>
<td>Grey</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Charcoal</td>
<td>Grey</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Black</td>
<td>Grey</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>White</td>
<td>Grey</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Satin</td>
<td>Grey</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

STANDARD ECOPLUS™ FINISHES

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Material</th>
<th>Color</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Charcoal</td>
<td>Grey</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Black</td>
<td>Grey</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Silver</td>
<td>Grey</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

1. All panels are completely finished to prevent splitting. 2. Corner-blocked with white adjustable floor glides.
7. Heavy-duty drawer slides.
8. Tubular EcoSteel™ platform.
10. Solid wood headboard post with Steel "U" Channel.
11. EcoPlus™ permanent stacking pins.
12. 4-way rail system at every grade level.
13. Heavy-duty drawer slides.
14. Metal to metal fasteners.
15. Martini & Sartori joints glued and screwed.

WE TAKE customer service seriously. With our EcoCare® program you enjoy complete customer support for the lifetime of your furniture. We offer:
- Dedicated customer support 800 number
- Dedicated account project manager
- Custom website for easy ordering, budgeting and inventory management.

ECOLOGIC® has a highly experienced interior design team available to help you customize and develop your project to your specifications. Our breadth selection of surface materials, laminates and finishes for our furniture spans from average to extraordinary, making your project environmentally-friendly and aesthetically-pleasing. All materials are contract grade for student living with the durability to last.

Our Furniture is engineered and manufactured to the highest standards and will give years of maintenance-free service. We stand behind our products and warrant them to be free from manufacturer defects in materials and craftsmanship. We guarantee the replacement or repair of any defective product subject to warranty. Please see our warranty brochure for more details.
Deliver & Install

ECOLOGIC’s staff includes knowledgeable logistics and installation coordinators. Our reputation is based on providing consistent, responsive, superior service to our customers. In working as an extension of your staff, our primary goal is to keep up our tradition of swift, efficient installations during tight time parameters.

A proprietary documentation system ensures our installations are prompt and exceed expectations. We understand the time sensitivity of both new installations and “turn” replacements. Installations are performed by in-house installation crews with occasional assistance from professional installation contractors. But, no matter who is actually moving the furniture, Ecologic representatives are always on-site and always responsible for the process.

Delivery & Installation Steps

Understanding the value of time, standard of care, and collaborative effort are all requirements of a successful installation. Ecologic’s process is outlined below:

Pre-Installation
- Project scope and documentation
- Pre-install meeting
- Job site conditions assessment
- Planning
- Project labor planning
- On-site receiving staging and installation evaluation
- Permit and certificate of insurance coordination.

Delivery
- Determine the number of 53’ trucks required
- Determine order of products to be received
- Contract loads with carrier
- Determined transit time
- Develop load chart
- Ship order

Installation
- Product receiving and placement
- Installation site management and troubleshooting
- Debris staging and removal
- Cleanup and product adjustment

Building Protection
- Practice standard building protection procedures throughout the installation process.
- Install protection devices on all floors, walls, hallways, corners and doorways.

Exterior Protection
- (when specified by customer)
  - Take necessary precautions to protect exterior of building and landscaping.

Post-Installation
- Furniture walk-through with client
- Post-installation punch list follow through.
- Customer sign-off
- Customer satisfaction follow-up.

Right: Sierra coffee table, end table, entertainment center, pub table in black frame/natural, pub barstools in natural, Santa Fe 2- and 3-seat sofas, chairs.